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Abstract—A theoretical loss analysis is presented
for GaN switches, for which conduction and switching
losses are considered, and for planar transformers,
where winding and core losses are considered. The
analysis is then used to make a comparison of the
losses in the partial parallel isolated full bridge boost
converter and the isolated full bridge boost converter.
Index Terms—dc-dc converter, bidirectional, full
bridge boost, partial parallel.

I. Introduction
Renewable energy systems, electrical vehicles and dc
microgrids all require flexible and effective reversible dc
power flows, making bidirectional dc-dc converters essential [1]–[3]. Often galvanic isolation is a requirement in
order to avoid failures propagating through the system,
which narrows the plethora of bidirectional dc-dc topologies, and their derivations, down to two common ones;
the dual active bridge (DAB) and the isolated full bridge
boost/buck (IFBB) [4], [5]. The IFBB is the focus of this
paper due to simpler control and ease of calculations than
the DAB. The IFBB is a hard switching topology, which
leads to relatively high switching losses.
High gain is the hallmark of the isolated topologies [6],
and leads to a converter with a high current side, and a
high voltage side. Various techniques have been employed
to handle the high current, for example the method of
directly paralleling semiconductor devices [7]. Paralleling
switches complicates circuit layout, and increases parasitic
inductance around the switches.
In this paper the high current side of the IFBB will
be paralleled, while the high voltage will be connected
in series, leading to the partial parallel (PP) IFBB. The
losses in the GaN switches and the transformers are then
compared.

than those in Fig. 1, but due to a difference in turns
ratio between the transformers the same voltage will be
seen across the switches on the low voltage side. For the
transformers in the blue box of Fig. 2, the current is half
of that of Fig. 1, while the voltage on the high voltage
side is half for one of the transformers in Fig. 2, giving
the same total voltage across both of them as that of the
transformer in Fig. 1.
B. Losses in the switches
The losses in the switches can be divided into two
categories: switching and conduction losses. The switching
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Fig. 1: The isolated full bridge boost converter. The boxes
indicates components that are compared.
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II. Loss calculation
A. Operation principle
The IFBB converter is shown in Fig. 1, and the PP IFBB
is shown in Fig. 2. The two topologies have in common
the inductor on the low voltage side and the switches on
the high voltage side. Since these are common for the two
topologies, their losses will be neglected in this analysis.
The switches in the red box of Fig. 2 carry half the current
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Fig. 2: The parallel in, series out isolated full bridge boost
converter. The boxes indicates components that are compared.

losses can be split up into turn-on (Pton ) and turn-off
(Ptoff ) losses, output capacitance loss (Poss ), gate charge
loss (PG ), reverse conduction loss (PSD ), and reverse recovery loss (PRR ). Reference [8] has a derivation of the losses,
which is only summarized here. The total switching losses
thus becomes
Psw = Pton + Ptoff + Poss + PG + PSD + PRR .

(1)

PSD is zero because of the topology, which has no
periods of reverse conduction for the primary switches.
PRR is zero because GaN devices have no reverse recovery
charge.
Next the conduction losses in the switches are calculated
as
2
Pc = IDS,rms
RDS,ON ,
(6)

where RDS,ON is the drain source on resistance and IDS,rms
The turn-on losses are calculated as

 is the rms current through the device. For both the IFBB
VBUS IDS fsw  QGD RGon
QGS2 (RGon + RCSI )  and the PP IFBB IDS,rms is given as
s


,
Pton =
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IL2
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VDR − pl 2 th
+
(3 − 2D),
(7)
IDS,rms =
4
48
(2)
where
where IL is the current through the inductor, ∆I is the
VBUS : Voltage across the device when the device is off. ripple in IL and D is the duty cycle of the switches. D is
IDS : Current through the device when the device is calculated as
VL n
on.
,
(8)
D =1−
2VH
fsw : Switching frequency.
RGon : Gate on resistance (small internal resistance plus where VL is the low side voltage, VH is the high side
any externally placed resistor).
voltage and n is the turns ratio between the primary and
QGD : Charge required to into the gate to change the secondary side of the transformer.
drain voltage down from blocking state to near
The losses in the IFBB can be expressed as PIFBB =
zero.
4Psw + 4Pc , and for the PP IFBB it can be expressed as
VDR : Gate drive voltage.
PPPIFBB = 8Psw + 8Pc . Here it is important to remember
Vpl : Gate plateau voltage at QGD .
that the current in each switch of the PP IFBB is half
QGS2 : Charge required to increase gate voltage from of that of the IFBB. The calculations of the losses have
the stated threshold voltage of the device to the been done using GaN switches operating close to their
plateau voltage.
maximum voltage and current ratings, i.e. different kind
Vth : Gate threshold voltage.
of switches have been used for the PP IFBB (EPC2035)
RCSI : Equivalent impedance of the common source in- and the IFBB (EPC2020).
ductance. Since this is layout dependent it will
The systems specifications can be seen in Table I, and
be set to zero for the comparison, but it should the calculated losses are shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3a shows that
be noted it has a significant contribution to the the switching losses for the PP IFBB is higher than for the
switching losses.
IFBB, but they are negligible compared to the conduction
The values corresponding to the system parameters can losses. Fig. 3b shows that the conduction losses are much
be found in Table I, while the parameters that are device higher than the switching losses, and that the losses are
specific can be found in the corresponding datasheet (the double for the IFBB compared to the PP IFBB.
typical value has been used).
C. Losses in transformer
Next the turn-off losses are calculated as


The transformer losses are split into two: core and
VBUS IDS fsw  QGD RGoff
QGS2 (RGoff + RCSI )  winding losses. To calculate either of them the first step is


Ptoff =
+
, to calculate how many turns the transformer should have.
Vpl +Vth
2
Vpl
2
For both of the considered topologies the first calculation
(3) is to determine the worst case volt seconds (V ) that the
s
where RGoff is the gate off resistance (small internal transformer will experience as
resistance plus any externally placed resistor).
VH (1 − D)
The loss in the output capacitance can be calculated as
,
(9)
Vs =
fsw n
Z V
BUS

Poss = fsw Eoss = fsw

vDS Coss (vDS ) dvDS ,

TABLE I: System specification

(4)

0

where vDS
˚ is the drain source voltage and Coss is the
output capacitance at a given vDS .
The gate charge loss is calculated next as
PG = QG VDR fsw ,
where QG is the gate charge.

(5)

Parameter

Value

Parameter

Value

VL
VH
VBUS
D
fsw
n

2 V to 22 V
48 V to 60 V
24 V to 30 V
0.5 to 1
50 kHz
2

IDS,IFBB
IDS,PP IFBB
∆IDS,IFBB
∆IDS,PP IFBB
Device IFBB
Device PP IFBB

1 A to 70 A
0.5 A to 35 A
20 A
10 A
EPC2020
EPC2035

Switching losses (W)

0.8

where ρ is the resistivity of copper, l is the mean turn
length of the turn and Ac is the area of the conductor.
From this the ac resistance (Rac ) for planar magnetics,
can be found through Dowell’s equation [10]–[12], which
is expressed as


ξ sinh ξ + sin ξ
Rac
2 sinh ξ − sin ξ
=
+ (2m − 1)
,
Fr =
Rdc
2 cosh ξ − cos ξ
cosh ξ + cos ξ
(15)
where ξ is the ratio of the height of the copper (h) to the
skin depth of the material (δ), and m is defined as the
ratio in
F (h)
,
(16)
m=
F (h) − F (0)
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where F (h) and F (0) are the magneto motive forces
(MMFs) at the limits of a layer. With no interleaving of
the primary and secondary layers m will get as high as
the number of primary or secondary layers, while with full
interleaving m is equal to 1, and with other interleaving
techniques m can be lower [13]. In general Rac can be
calculated as
X
Rac =
Fr,layer (m)Rdc,layer ,
(17)
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Fig. 3: Loss for the primary switches, with switching losses
shown in (a) and conduction losses shown in (b).

where the worst case is experienced as the highest Vs . Next
the number of primary turns (Np ) can be calculated as
Vs
,
(10)
∆BAe
where ∆B is double the peak flux (Bpk ) that will stay
below core saturation and Ae is the effective area of
the core. In case a fractional number is calculated, it is
rounded to the next integer in order to physically be able
to built it. This rounding of the number of turns leads to
a decrease in the flux, which is therefore recalculated with
the chosen number of turns as
Vs
∆Bactual =
.
(11)
Np Ae
Np =

The core losses per volume (Pv ) can be calculated based
on the Steinmetz [9] equation
β
α
Pv = Kfsw
Bpk
,

(12)

where K, α and β are material constants found in the
datasheet for the materials. The core losses for the chosen
core shape and material can then be found as
Pcore = Pv Ve ,

(13)

where Ve is the effective volume of the core.
The windings are made with planar magnetics, where
each turn is made with a layer taking up the full breadth
of the core window. The dc resistance (Rdc ) per layer/turn
is thus calculated as
l
Rdc = ρ ,
(14)
Ac

which simplifies to
Rac = Np Fr Rdc ,

(18)

if the layers has the same Rdc and Fr . The rms current
through the transformer is
s

∆IL2
2
2IL +
(1 − D).
(19)
ITp,rms =
6
Since no dc current is running in the transformer, the
winding losses can be calculated as
2
Pwinding = ITp,rms
Rac .

(20)

For the comparison of transformers some additional
assumptions beyond Table I has been used as follows
• The transformer is based on planar design with
cores EELP and EILP 14 to 102.
• Core materials are N49, N87, N92 and N97.
• To have n equal to two for both topologies the
PP IFBB has two transformers with n = 1 giving
a total of n = 2.
• Full interleaving is done for the transformers
(m = 1).
• Copper thickness of the layers is double in the
IFBB compared to the PP IFBB, since it has to
handle twice the current.
• ∆B is the same for the two transformers in the
PP IFBB as in the IFBB.
• Only included cores, where the required number
of turns has fitted in the core shape
• IL is 70 A.
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the core and winding losses, and
the volume of the core and the total losses, respectively.
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Fig. 4: Calculations on the losses of the transformers in the PP
IFBB (a), and the transformer IFBB (b).
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With the choice of letting the GaN switches be driven
close to their maximum current, the conduction losses in
the switches of the PP IFBB turns out to be half that of
the IFBB. Meanwhile switching losses is slightly higher for
the PP IFBB, but the switching losses is ten times lower
than the conduction losses. So when only considering the
switches losses, the PP IFBB is an improvement over the
IFBB.
Because of the choice that the copper is twice as thick
in the IFBB compared to the PP IFBB, and that the same
∆B is used for both the transformers in the PP IFBB, the
losses in the two topologies are almost the same. Therefore
the PP IFBB is a good candidate to avoid handling the
high currents that can be present in the IFBB.

(b)
Fig. 5: Calculations on the losses versus volume of the transformers in the PP IFBB (a), and the transformer IFBB (b).

The color of each legend element in each plot is the
same core type, while the shape of the legend element
is a different core material. Fig. 4 shows that the core
losses for the PP IFBB are twice that of the IFBB, which
is due to the two topologies having the same ∆B in
each core, but there being two of them in the PP IFBB.
The winding losses seem to be almost the same for the
two configurations, which is due to the double copper
thickness of the IFBB, reducing the resistance that the
double current runs through. The total losses for both
topologies are comparable for small core sizes, while the
total losses are much higher for the PP IFBB if larger
cores are considered, which is due to the small core losses
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